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muttered prayer, they got to work. The pork was fitted
to the hook, the hook connected with the chain, and the
whole sublime contraption, after swinging vigorously round
the deck to the imminent peril of several impassive emigrants,
was committed to the deep. The emigrants stared darkly,
shocked by the wanton waste of foodstuffs and more con-
vinced than ever of the insanity of Englishmen. The
Englishmen stared too, and the pork bobbed alluringly on
the still water in the starlight. There was a long interval,
while we remembered hard the proper way to deal with
sharks on deck ; and nothing happened.
Our bait, rendered no more attractive by its bathe, was
cast once more; and once more nothing happened. Eager
helpers fetched refreshments for the fishermen exhausted
by their labours; and, invigorated by these reinforcements,
they essayed a tremendous cast, The sodden pork swished
dizzily round their heads and went sailing through the
night. It took the water with a distant splash; and we
crouched attentively to listen for a rising shark. Some*
where in the darkness the engine of a motor-boat stopped
suddenly. For its propeller and our chain had met in one
inextricable embrace, We had a bite at last; and we had
caught a launch containing sixteen coloured gentlemen,
(That would be two for each of us, if we could get them
stuffed and mounted.) Quite undeterred, the shark-fishers
sat on at their heroic vigil, remembering the proper manage-
ment of sharks on crowded decks, That was the secret of
success. .. .
7. Panlista
The road hung dizzily above the plain, and the plain
ended in the sea, Two thousand feet below, the curving
reaches of the Santos river wound through the haze towards
the coast; and the whole plain was heavy with the melan-
choly fragrance of burning coffee—of half a crop of the best
coffee in Brazil burning in the spring sunshine to keep up
the price to coffee-drinkers five thousand miles away, But

